<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Text goes here</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
Everything else goes here
</BODY>
</HTML>

Hypertext link:
<A HREF="http://www.utm.edu">UTM Home Page</A>

Hypertext link that opens in a new window or tab:
<A HREF="http://www.utm.edu" target=_blank>UTM Home Page</A>

Insert a photo/graphic (in this example, named sample.jpg):
<IMG SRC="sample.jpg"> Add WIDTH=25% to display 25% across
(or specify WIDTH="xxx" HEIGHT="xxx" where xxx is # of pixels)

Hyperlink that uses a photo/graphic instead of hypertext.
Add the border="no" to avoid a blue outline around the photo/graphic:
<A HREF="http://www.utm.edu"><IMG SRC="sample.jpg" border="no"></A>

<BR> New line, without a blank line in-between
<P> "Paragraph": new line, WITH a blank line in-between

<H1></H1> "Headline" size 1 (largest). Also acts like a <P> tag follows.
<H2></H2> "Headline" size 2 (medium). Also acts like a <P> tag follows.
<H3></H3> "Headline" size 3 (smaller). Also acts like a <P> tag follows.

<B></B> Bold
<I></I> Italic

<CENTER></CENTER> Center

<UL> Begin unordered list
<LI> List element
</UL> End unordered list

<OL> Begin ordered list
<LI> List element
</OL> End ordered list

<TABLE WIDTH=100%> Begin table. Add BORDER=# for outlined border
<TR VALIGN="TOP"> Begin table row, vertical align at top
<TD> Begin table detail (column). Can add WIDTH=###
</TD> End table detail (column)
</TR> End table row
</TABLE> End table

&#160 Acts like a blank. Use for extra spacing. Means "ASCII character 160".
&copy Displays the copyright symbols (circle-C)
&amp Ampersand (&) symbol
&amp gt Greater Than (>) symbol
&gt Less Than (<) symbol

EXAMPLE: &ltP&gt would display as: <P>

&ltPRE&gt All lines between &ltPRE&gt and &lt/PRE&gt automatically start on new lines, just as
&ltPRE&gt typed in. Typically displays in Courier (typewriter) font. Good for lyrics, etc.

&ltSMALL&gt Reduces size of text to a smaller "fine print".